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Hello, English Is Calling! (Migration and diversity)
As you can see from the headline we are still dwelling on the topic we had dealt with before Easter. I
thought it is not quite time to start with William Shakespeare. This is something we are going to
tackle in about 3 weeks time.
So, to start with today, I would like to recommend to you two topical movies, which you might get
hold of via Netflix or YouTube:
-

East Is East
Kick It Like Beckham

Both movies are quite funny, at the same time they give you some idea what life is like in British
migrant communities. Enjoy watching the films.
Now to something more serious matters: When I gave you the last tasks at the beginning of
lockdown I did not give you any mail adress where to send all your papers. I myself did not expect the
whole thing to last so long. If you would like to send me some of your work here ist the adress to turn
to: stucastrop@googlemail.de
1.The first thing I would like to have from you is a letter (even online you can write letters!) in which
you write to me how you are feeling, what you think about the present situation, etc. – anything
goes. If you are lost for words check the net for help.
2.The second task refers to our handbook. Turn to p. 93, and work through the text „Black, British
and proud. Then answer questions 11 and 12.
3.The third task is a mediation one having to do with films about migration. (p. 105) Read the text
and do exercise no. 5, p. 105
I am looking forward to receiving your mails. Hope you are in good health and feeling fit for some
fresh input in English.
Yours STUC

